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Abstract 
The calculation of radiation losses on collecting surfaces due to shadows effect of surrounding objects is a key aspect 
in the design process of both photovoltaics and solar thermal collecting fields. This aspect is of special relevance in 
small size installations located in residential areas. Even the calculations procedures involved are well known, they 
are complicated and need skilled planners that usually cannot be afforded within the constrained budgets of this kind 
of projects.  
The authors present a new cloud application available for free at www.omnilus.com designed with the goal of 
maximum user simplicity while based in detailed calculation procedures. Not only yearly shadow losses are 
calculated but also monthly averaged values, so that it is possible to use this value to reduce monthly averaged daily 
solar radiation values used for systems calculation. This work, presents an overlook of the application, details on the 
calculation procedure used, and one case example.  
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1. Introduction 
Shadows on collecting surfaces due to the presence of surrounding obstacles are a key aspect in the 
design of both solar thermal and photovoltaics fields. Calculations procedures to estimate shadows are 
well established in classical literature. The solar beam incidence angle on the surface all over year has to 
be estimated, and for all obstacles around the surface, geometrical calculations have to be performed in 
order to know if they block solar beam radiation on surface or not. For any instant of the year, solar 
radiation parameters are the same for all surface points (incidence angle, diffuse and beam radiation).  
However, the effect of obstacles on different points of the surface differs, being differences more 
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important the closer the obstacles are to the surface. This introduces additional complexity in the 
calculation procedure. 
If the project is large enough, the engineering team can calculate accurate estimation of shadows with 
an affordable cost within the project budget constraints. However, for small-size systems as for example 
those typically installed in buildings inside cities, these calculations are not affordable, while shadows 
effects may be of major importance for the design. 
To solve this problem, some countries like Spain and Chile [1][2] in their internal regulations for 
buildings, suggest the use of graphical methods based on one or several solar position diagrams. These 
diagrams indicate solar altitude and azimuth position all over year for specific latitude. The diagram is 
divided in several zones. Tables of the contribution of each zone to the total solar yearly radiation are also 
provided. One point of the surface is used for analysis, typically the central point. The shape of the 
surrounding obstacles is then plotted on the diagram by using their position in spherical coordinates with 
respect to the surface reference point. Blocking coefficients from 0 to 1 for each zone in the diagram are 
then derived. The yearly solar losses due to shadows are finally calculated from the sum of the products 
of all blocking factors with the corresponding zonal contribution coefficients. This graphical procedure is 
much simpler than the detail calculation, however it is still too tricky and time consuming. As a result, 
planners usually tend to avoid shadow calculation losses. 
In this work, a cloud application available for free on- line at www.omnilus.com based on the detailed 
calculation approach is presented. Not only yearly shadow losses are calculated but also monthly 
averaged values, so that it is possible to use this value to reduce monthly averaged daily solar radiation 
values used for systems calculation. Additionally, results with the graphical method can also be obtained 
with solar position diagrams and contribution coefficients derived specifically for the studied location.  
2. Detailed calculation method 
Shadows on a static surface due to the surrounding objects depend on the transient evolution of the 
sun position and radiation components (beam, diffuse and reflected radiation) all over year. Furthermore, 
if objects are not far enough, shadows effects differ in different points of the surface. Therefore, for a 
detailed result, shadows on as many points as possible on the surface (view points) have to be calculated, 
and further on an averaging process on all the surface has to be carried out in order to obtain surface-
averaged values. 
2.1. Solar radiation data 
Instantaneous radiation data during all year is required. Data typically available are monthly averaged 
daily total and diffuse solar radiation on horizontal plane. Therefore, a procedure is required to derive 
instantaneous radiation data from monthly averaged daily values.  
Instantaneous data are calculated at time steps of  οݐ=900 sec  (i.e. 15 min) adopting standard models 
as explained below: 
x  Solar position: equations described in the classical book of Duffie and Beckman [3] are used. A 
detailed vectorial based analysis of these equations can be found at the work of Alistair [4].  The 
following data are obtained: 
○ Ƚୱሺሻǣ solar altitude in o 
○ ɀୱሺሻǣ  solar azimuth in o 
With these data, the solar position diagram can be set up. See as example the diagram for the city of 
Barcelona in Figure 1. The black curves represent the solar position during one day of the year. Five 
days are plotted: the days with maximum and minimum solar altitude, and three intermediate days.  
The red curves represent the solar time. See as at noon time (i.e. at 12) solar azimuth is 0 and the time-
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curve is a vertical line. The three intermediate days are selected so as distance between consecutive 
day curves keeps constant at noon-time. 
The  solar position diagram is a function of the latitude of the location and is the same for any view-
point on a surface. The reason is that solar angular position depends on the sun to view-point vector 
and on its projection on the horizontal plane, and, therefore, any local variation of the view-point 
position is not significant. 
 
x Solar irradiance: instantaneous 
values of the beam, diffuse and 
reflected irradiance on the surface are 
calculated from monthly averaged 
daily values of the total and diffuse 
radiation on a horizontal plane.  
Standard methods to convert daily 
values on horizontal surfaces to 
instantaneous values on tilted surfaces 
are used, see [5][6][7] and [8]. Three 
parameters of the surface are required 
for the calculation of instantaneous 
solar radiation components: azimuth 
(deviation with respect the North-South cardinal direction), inclination (angle respect to the horizontal 
plane) and albedo (reflectivity of the surroundings). The following data are obtained: 
○ 
୲ିୠሺሻǣ beam solar irradiance over tilted surface in W/m2. 
○ 
୲ିୢ୧୤୤ሺሻǣ  diffuse solar irradiance over tilted surface in W/m2. This term includes both diffuse and 
reflected irradiance on the surrounding areas.  
From the calculation of the instantaneous beam and diffuse irradiance over the surface, the total 
instantaneous solar irradiance ܩ௧ሺݐሻcan directly be calculated as a sum of the two terms: 
 
ܩ௧ሺݐሻ ൌ ܩ௧ି௕ሺݐሻ ൅ ܩ௧ିௗ௜௙௙ሺݐሻ (1)  
2.2. The obstacles diagram 
Objects around the surface that may block solar 
radiation are assumed to be build from the horizontal plane 
up to a certain height (no floating objects can be 
considered).  
A simplified two dimensional shape must be defined for 
each object. The shape is made up by trapezoids with at 
least two right angles (90 degrees). They are called 
obstacles. 
Each object can be represented by a single or several 
obstacles. One side of each obstacle lies on the horizontal 
plane, and two sides are perpendicular to the horizontal 
plane. The top end of the perpendicular 
sides are labelled as V1 (vertex 1) and V2 (vertex 2). An 
obstacle with equal height vertexes is rectangular; otherwise it is a trapezoid with a tilted top side. 
 
Fig. 1. Solar position diagram for the city of Barcelona (Spain). 
 
Fig. 2. One object next to a collecting surface. The 
object is simplified as a single  obstacle for 
calculation purposes. The obstacle is the rectangular 
purple area. 
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 A simple example is shown in Figure 2. It consists of one object represented with a single rectangular 
obstacle (purple area). 
Once all obstacles representing the objects around the surface are defined by locating their two 
vertexes, they are plotted in the solar position diagram. To do so, the angular azimuth and altitude (ɀୱ,Ƚୱ) 
of each vertexes have to be determined by means of geometrical calculations. 
Figure 3 shows a simple case corresponding to a single rectangular obstacle parallel to the surface and 
cantered with respect to the view point. The vertical dark-blue lines correspond to the two obstacle sides 
perpendicular to the horizontal plane. They start at the horizontal plane (ߙ௦ ൌ Ͳ୭) and end at one obstacle 
vertex. The obstacle side joining the two vertex is plotted as a curved line. This is due to geometrical 
reasons. Even height of all points in the top side keeps constant, distance of the points with respect to the 
view-point varies (being minimum at ɀ௦ ൌ Ͳ୭), and therefore the angular altitude also ߙ௦varies. In order 
to take this aspect into account, the top side obstacle line is divided in equal sized segments, and the 
values of (ߛ௦,ߙ௦) are calculated at the end of each segment. The computation algorithm used assures that 
the maximum azimuth angle between the two limiting points of a segment is below Ͷ୭. This discretization 
parameter is called οɀୱ.  
 
If objects are close to the collecting surface the obstacle diagram depends on the surface view-point. 
The obstacle angular position depends on the obstacle-point to view-point vector and its projection on the 
horizontal plane. Therefore, variations in the view-point position are relevant provided that the obstacle-
point to view-point distance is not large enough. 
2.3. Calculation of blocked radiation 
With the instantaneous solar radiation data, and the obstacle diagram for a specific view-point, it is 
now possible to calculate the instantaneous 
value of blocked irradiance that will be 
referred as ܩܤ௉௜ሺݐሻ. The subindex Pi stands 
for view-point i, where i ranges from 1 to 
the total number of view points used in the 
calculation, and t stands for the time instant 
being analyzed. 
For each time step around the year, the 
existence of shadows on the view-point is 
found by a direct observation of the obstacle 
diagram on the solar position diagram. See 
for example Figure 3. Shadows exists for all 
instants with solar position within the cyan 
area, and does not exists in other cases. 
If there is no shadows, the blocked 
irradiance is ܩܤ௉௜ሺݐሻ ൌ Ͳ. 
Otherwise, all solar beam irradiance over surface is blocked, and part of the diffuse irradiance is also 
blocked. Therefore, ܤ௉௜ሺݐሻ for shadowed instants can be calculated as 
 
ܩܤ௉௜ሺݐሻ ൌ ܩ௧ି௕ሺݐሻ ൅ ߚܩ௧ିௗ௜௙௙ሺݐሻ (2)  
 
Where the first right term is the blocked beam irradiance and the second right term is the blocked 
diffuse (including reflected) irradiance.  
If the coefficient Ⱦ=1, all diffuse radiation reaching the surface at the view-point is assumed blocked 
by the obstacles. On the contrary, if Ⱦ=1 none diffuse radiation is assumed to be blocked. Both limiting 
situations are not realistic. The real value of Ⱦ depends on the geometry and reflection properties of the 
 
Fig. 3. Obstacle diagram on the solar position diagram at Barcelona. 
Simple case with one single rectangular obstacle parallel to the surface 
and centered with respect the view point. The cyan area indicates that 
the obstacle blocks solar irradiance on the view-point.  
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surface surrounding area. Its calculation may be time consuming and sensible to many data which is not 
always available in market-oriented projects, and out of the scope of market-oriented planning. A value of 
Ⱦ ൌ ͲǤͷ is always assumed by the authors. 
For detailed transient analysis of solar plants, the beam and diffuse components of the instantaneous 
blocked irradiance at a view-point can directly be subtracted from the beam and diffuse components of 
the solar irradiance at the surface, to obtain the net beam and diffuse solar irradiance at the view-point of 
the surface.  
2.4 Time averaging of instantaneous blocked irradiance 
For simplified models based on monthly averaged daily values like f-chart [1], or just for simplicity in 
terms of results reporting, it is necessary to obtain monthly averaged values and yearly averaged values of 
the total blocked irradiance. These values can be calculated from temporal integration of the 
instantaneous values of total solar irradiance and blocked irradiance at a view-point of a surface. 
To account for monthly averaged daily shadows losses, a coefficient called monthly averaged daily 
shadows modifier represented by the acronym ܵܪܯ  (from shadows modifier) is used by the authors.  
This coefficient is calculated for each month as the ratio of the total net irradiance at the view-point and 
the total irradiance at the surface.  
 
ܵܪܯ௉௜ሺ݉݋݊ݐ݄ሻ ൌ ׬ ൫ீ೟ሺ௧ሻିீ஻ು೔ሺ௧ሻ൯
೘೚೙೓ ௗ௧
׬ ீ೟ሺ௧ሻ೘೚೙೓ ௗ௧
  (3) 
 
See as dividing the top and bottom terms of the fraction in Equation 3 by the number of days of the 
month (ndays), the bottom terms is the monthly averaged total daily irradiance on the surface HT(month). 
Therefore, ܵܪܯ௉௜ሺ݉݋݊ݐ݄ሻ is a coefficient that multiplied by HT(month) gives the total net monthly 
averaged daily irradiance on the view-point Pi of the surface after taking into account shadows effects, 
Equation 4. The result of this product can directly be used as input data of the simplified models instead 
of the value of HT(month). 
ܪܶሺ݉݋݊ݐ݄ሻ ή ܵܪܯ௉௜ሺ݉݋݊ݐ݄ሻ ൌ ׬ ൫ீ೟ሺ௧ሻିீ஻ು೔ሺ௧ሻ൯
ౣ౥౤౞ ୢ୲
୬ୢୟ୷ୱౣ౥౤౪౞
  (4) 
 
 
Another parameter of practical interest 
is the yearly shadow losses (YSHL) 
defined as the ratio of the yearly blocked 
irradiance at a view-point of a surface 
and the yearly solar irradiance at the 
surface. Accordingly, it is calculated as 
follows. 
 
ܻܪܮ௉௜ ൌ ׬ ீ஻ು೔ሺ௧ሻ
౯౛౗౨ ୢ୲
׬ ீ೟ሺ௧ሻౣ౥౤౞ ୢ୲
      (5) 
 
Fig. 4.  Solar position diagram for the city of Barcelona (Spain). Different 
zones according to Spanish regulations [1] are indicated as Ai, Bi, Ci and 
Di where i ranges from 1 to 10 in A zones, 1 to12 in B and C zones and 1 to 
14 in D zones. 
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2.5 The graphical method 
In order to simplify shadows calculations process, some regulations in countries like Spain and Chile 
[1][2] suggest the use of a graphical method. The solar position diagram is divided in several zones 
limited by the five days curves as described in subsection 2.1 and the hourly curves. See for example the 
case of Barcelona in Figure 4. 
2.5.1 Solar radiation contribution (SRC) coefficients 
Tables of the percentage of contribution of each zone to the blockable solar irradiance on a surface with 
respect to the total yearly solar irradiance are then given. They are here referred as SRC contribution 
coefficients and are calculated as follows: 
 
ܴܵܥሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ ൌ ׬ ቀீ೟ష್ሺ௧ሻାఉீ೟ష೏೔೑೑ሺ௧ሻቁ
೥೚೙೐ ௗ௧
׬ ቀீ೟ష್ሺ௧ሻାீ೟ష೏೔೑೑ሺ௧ሻቁ೤೐ೌೝ ௗ௧
כ ͳͲͲ ൌ ׬ ቀீ೟ష್ሺ௧ሻାఉீ೟ష೏೔೑೑ሺ௧ሻቁ
೥೚೙೐ ௗ௧
׬ ൫ீ೟ሺ௧ሻ൯೤೐ೌೝ ௗ௧
כ ͳͲͲ            (6) 
 
For a given surface at a specific location, the SRC coefficients depend on the value used for Ⱦ, (Ⱦ=0.5 
is always used by the authors, see section 2.3) and the participation of the reflected irradiance on the 
termܩ௧ିௗ௜௙௙,  which depends on the surrounding reflectivity (albedo). See as the SRC coefficients do not 
depend on the surface view-point. As an example, Table 1 shows the SRC coefficients for a surface tilted 
45o and south oriented, with an albedo=0.2 and located at Barcelona. 
Table 1. Table of zonal contribution coefficients SRC for a south-oriented surface titled 45o and with albedo=0.2, in Barcelona. 
 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
D 0.11 0.53 1.38 2.31 3.18 3.86 4.24 4.24 3.86 3.18 2.31 1.38 0.53 0.11 
C 0.01 0.19 0.60 1.07 1.52 1.89 2.09 2.09 1.89 1.52 1.07 0.60 0.19 0.01 
B 0.00 0.11 0.50 0.96 1.43 1.81 2.02 2.02 1.81 1.43 0.96 0.50 0.11 0.00 
A 0.00 0.02 0.66 1.67 2.64 3.43 3.88 3.88 3.43 2.64 1.67 0.66 0.02 0.00 
SUM 0.12 0.85 3.14 6.01 8.77 10.99 12.23 12.23 10.99 8.77 6.01 3.14 0.85 0.12 
           Total: 84.22 
 
See as the sum of all SRC contribution coefficients is a number below 100%. In the example of Table 
1 the total is 84.22%. This means that in case all zones are completely blocked, an 84.22%  of the total 
yearly solar irradiance on the surface will be blocked and a 15,78% will reach the surface. This 15,78% 
corresponds to the fraction of diffuse and reflected irradiance that is never blocked because we are using a 
value of  Ⱦ different to 1 (see section 2.3). 
See as if coefficient Ⱦ=1 in equation 2, or if there is not diffuse and reflected solar irradiance, the 
blockable solar irradiance equals the total solar irradiance on a surface. As in all real cases some diffuse 
and reflected solar irradiance will always reach the surface, the use of a Ⱦ of 1 would not be reasonable. 
2.5.2 Blocking factor (BF) coefficients 
For each solar position diagram zone, the fraction of blocked solar irradiance is calculated. This figure is 
referred as blocking factor (BF) coefficient, and takes a value of 0 if there is not blocked irradiance and 1 
if all irradiance is blocked. The BF coefficient of a specific zone, is calcualted as follows 
 
ܤܨ௉௜ሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ ൌ ͳ െ ׬ ൫ீ೟ሺ௧ሻିீ஻ು೔ሺ௧ሻ൯
೥೚೙೐ ௗ௧
׬ ீ೟ሺ௧ሻ೥೚೙೐ ௗ௧
    (7) 
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The calculation of ܤܨ௉௜ሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ  is similar to 
the calculation of the monthly averaged daily 
shadows modifier ܵܪܯ௉௜ሺ݉݋݊ݐ݄ሻ as described 
in Equation (3). The integration is now 
extended to the zone instead of to the month. 
See as they both depend on the surface view-
point Pi. 
As an example, the BF coefficients of a 
simple case will be hereafter discussed, see 
Figure 5. It consist of a single obstacle centered 
with respect to the view point, blocking solar 
irradiance on a a south-oriented surface at 
Barcelona with an inclination angle of 45o and 
with albedo=0.2. Figure 5 shows the obstacle 
profile and also the different zones according to 
the Spanish regulations [1]. The corresponding 
blocking factors coefficients calculated 
according to Eq. 7 are given in Table 2. 
Table 3. Contribution of each zone to the yearly shadow losses  ܴܵܥሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ ή ܤܨ௉௜ሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ , and yearly shadow losses ܻܵܪܮ௉௜   
 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.68 0.82 0.82 0.68 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 1.41 1.81 2.02 2.02 1.81 1.41 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 
A 0.00 0.00 0.06 1.48 2.64 3.43 3.88 3.88 3.43 2.64 1.48 0.06 0.00 0.00 
SUM 0.00 0.00 0.06 1.68 4.43 5.92 6.72 6.72 5.92 4.43 1.68 0.06 0.00 0.00 
           ࢅࡿࡴࡸࡼ࢏: 37.62 
 
Fig 5. Obstacle diagram on the solar position. Simple case with one 
single rectangular obstacle parallel to the surface and centered with 
respect the view point.  Different zones according to Spanish regulations 
[1] are indicated as Ai, Bi, Ci and Di.  South-oriented surface titled 45o 
and with albedo=0.2, at the city of Barcelona. 
Table 2. Table of blocking factor coefficients BF  corresponding to the example case. 
 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
D 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.36 0.39 0.39 0.36 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 
A 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.89 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.10 0.00 0.00 
2.5.3 Yearly shadow losses 
According to the definition of the solar radiation contribution and the blocking factor coefficients, the 
contribution of a zone to the yearly shadow losses can be directly calculated as the product of the two 
coefficients. The yearly shadow losses can then be obtained by the sum of the contribution of all zones.  
 
ܻܵܪܮ௉௜ ൌ σ ܴܵܥሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ௔௟௟௭௢௡௘௦ ή ܤܨ௉௜ሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ(8) 
 
Table 3 shows the calculation of the yearly shadow losses of the example case according to the 
ܤܨ௉௜ሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ and ܤܨ௉௜ሺݖ݋݊݁ሻ values given in Tables 1 and 2. 
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2.6 Surface averaged values. The view-points 
As discussed in previous sections, the calculation of shadow losses on a surface depends on the view 
point of the surface.  The evaluation of all points of the 
surface is out of the scope of a market-oriented tool for 
medium and small systems, due to the large amount of data 
that should be evaluated that would result into very time 
consuming computations. 
In order to have surface averaged values of the blocked 
solar irradiance, calculations are performed at the five 
different view-points indicated in Figure 6. They are 
labeled as P1, P2, P3, P4 and P5. The view point P1 is the 
central point of the surface, and other 4 view-points are the 
4 vertexes of the surface. 
Once calculations have been performed with the detailed 
or graphical method at each view-point, an approximation 
of the surface values are derived by a simple averaging of 
the results of the 5 view-points. 
 
3. Example case 
The example case consists of a surface of 5x2 m2 
oriented to the south, with an inclination of 45o, an 
albedo of 0.2 and located at the city of Barcelona. 
Shadows effects of 4 objects around the surface will 
be analyzed. See Figure 7. 
The 4 objects around the surface are modeled as 4 
obstacles as indicated in Figure 8. In order to locate 
vertexes of all obstacles, a coordinate system is 
needed. The Cartesian coordinate system as indicated 
in Figure 7 is here used. The (x,y,z) coordinates of the 
vertexes are indicated in Table 4. 
Results are presented in Figure 8 and Tables 5 and 
6. 
Table 5 reports results using the detailed calculated 
method and Table 6 using the graphical method.  The 
yearly shadow losses YSHL losses give similar values. 
Differences occur due to the yearly integration 
process used. While in the detailed model shadows 
losses are calculated with instantaneous irradiance 
values, in the graphical method shadows losses are 




Fig. 6. Location of the 5 surface view-points used in 
the computations. 
 
Fig 7. Example case. Surface of 5x2 m2 oriented to the 
south, with an inclination of 45o, an albedo of 0.2 and 
located at the city of Barcelona  
Table 4. Example case. Geometrical definition of the 
obstacles. Location of vertexes according to the reference 
system shown in Figure 7b.   















O1  4.0 1.0 -1.0  4.0 1.0 9.0 
O2  4.0 1.0 9.0  -4.0 1.0 9.0 
O3  -4.0 1.0 9.0  -4.0 1.0 -1.0 
O4  2.5 1.5 2.0  -2.5 1.5 2.0 
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Table 5. Example case. Results: shadows losses from detailed calculation (average form the 5 surface view points).  Monthly 
averaged daily values for H  and  Hd (total and diffuse irradiance on horizontal plane), HT (total irradiance on tilted surface), SHM 
(shadows modifier) and SHL (shadow losses, i.e. SHL=100-SHM). The product HTڄSHM gives the daily averaged available solar 
irradiance on collector plane after taking into account shadows effects. 
   Ene Feb Mar Abr May Jun Jul Ago Sep Oct Nov Dic 
H [MJ/m2]  7.20 10.20 13.70 17.70 21.20 23.00 24.30 20.90 15.90 11.60 8.00 6.60 
Hd [MJ/m2]  2.81 3.83 5.73 7.31 8.39 8.79 8.26 7.50 6.23 4.62 3.03 2.51 
HT [MJ/m2]  12.82 15.13 16.34 17.87 19.06 19.61 21.16 20.17 17.85 15.83 13.62 12.63 
HTڄSHM [MJ/m2]  9.73 12.07 15.64 17.42 18.72 19.31 20.81 19.73 17.27 13.80 10.38 9.49 
SHM [%]  75.88 79.79 95.69 97.49 98.19 98.47 98.37 97.81 96.76 87.17 76.23 75.15 
SHL [%]  24.12 20.21 4.31 2.51 1.81 1.53 1.63 2.19 3.24 12.83 23.77 24.85 
Yearly shadows losses (YSHL): 8.71 % 
 
 
Fig 8. Example case. Results: shadows on the yearly position diagrams respect to the 5 surface view points. 
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Table 6. Example case. Results: shadows losses from the graphical method (average form the 5 surface view points).  Averaged 
values of the SRC, BF and SRCڄBF coefficients calculated from the values calculated at each view point. 
SRC coefficients 
 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
D 0.11 0.53 1.38 2.31 3.18 3.86 4.24 4.24 3.86 3.18 2.31 1.38 0.53 0.11 
C 0.01 0.19 0.60 1.07 1.52 1.89 2.09 2.09 1.89 1.52 1.07 0.60 0.19 0.01 
B 0.00 0.11 0.50 0.96 1.43 1.81 2.02 2.02 1.81 1.43 0.96 0.50 0.11 0.00 
A 0.00 0.02 0.66 1.67 2.64 3.43 3.88 3.88 3.43 2.64 1.67 0.66 0.02 0.00 
 
BF coefficients 
 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
D 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.20 0.20 
C 0.32 0.28 0.20 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.20 0.28 0.32 
B 0.00 0.47 0.27 0.26 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.26 0.27 0.47 0.00 
A 0.00 0.59 0.47 0.40 0.32 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.32 0.40 0.47 0.59 0.00 
 
SRCڄBF: Contribution of each zone to the yearly shadow losses 
 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
D 0.02 0.11 0.22 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.22 0.11 0.02 
C 0.00 0.05 0.12 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.12 0.05 0.00 
B 0.00 0.05 0.14 0.25 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.25 0.14 0.05 0.00 
A 0.00 0.01 0.31 0.67 0.85 0.69 0.77 0.77 0.69 0.85 0.67 0.31 0.01 0.00 
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